Onboarding

As agencies compete to fill mission-critical skill gaps, it is essential to get talent ready to serve on day one. Agencies need a solution to strategically integrate new hires and set them up for success.

Accelerate Performance

eCase HR Onboarding (ON) accelerates new employee time to productivity. The adaptive case management application helps agencies engage and acclimate talent by automating processes, digitizing paperwork and providing a centralized portal to introduce new hires to agency resources.

eCase HR ON allows organizations to:

- Automate the onboarding process through dynamic workflows
- Digitize the offer and acceptance process with digital forms and correspondence
- Seamlessly integrate with ATS, Payroll and other HR systems
- Collaborate through web and mobile
- Complete employee provisioning, accommodations and telework in one system
- Access digital library of government forms and reports

ON can be quickly configured to meet your agency's needs from mirroring your processes with dynamic workflows to matching your branding—all without custom coding. A low code application, ON is fast to implement, intuitive to use and easy to change. It delivers value long beyond the initial investment.

ON can work independently or as part of an integrated suite of applications including Offboarding and Provisioning. ON integrates with core HR and agency systems to share data across the enterprise.

- Accept/Reject Offer Letter
- Automated Communication
- Employment Verification
- Complete Required Forms
- Benefit Enrollment
- Request Accommodations
- IT Provisioning
- Access Employee Handbook
eCase HR®

eCase HR is a full-featured HR framework built with an adaptive case management engine that digitizes and automates essential human resource functions. The suite of applications provide a single, unified solution to managing the employee lifecycle enabling organizations to better align, engage and empower their workforce.

Built on the low-code eCase Platform, the technology puts the power in the hands of HR, not IT. Users can configure changes in the application with an intuitive UI designer – from modifying a workflow to restructuring your process. No custom coding required. This flexibility allows the solution to extend and grow with your organization. As your requirements change, eCase HR changes with it.

eCase HR Apps

- Background Investigation
- OnBoarding
- Performance Management
- Employee Relations
- Labor Relations
- Workers Comp
- Reasonable Accommodation
- Telework
- Benefits Tracking
- OffBoarding

AINS® is a leading global provider of cloud-based, adaptive case management solutions. Since 1988, AINS has empowered more than 380 organizations in 45 countries to rethink how they work, develop and deploy new technology. AINS innovative, agile software and services spur digital transformation across the enterprise.